150 WAYS TO HELP A HORSE

ASPCA's Help a Horse Day
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allaboutequine.org
ALL ABOUT EQUINE ANIMAL RESCUE

Founded in 2009, All About Equine Animal Rescue, Inc. (AAE) is devoted to saving horses and other animals through rescue, rehabilitation, redeveloping, and rehoming efforts. Our volunteers and supporters help provide these abused, neglected, abandoned and unwanted animals with food, shelter, handling, and veterinary care. Our goals are to educate the community and raise awareness on the plight of horses, and to find the perfect forever homes for these lovely animals. We are excited to help celebrate ASPCA’s 150th anniversary and join in their annual Help A Horse Day!

ADOPTION ★ AWARENESS ★ EDUCATION
ATTEND AN ASPCA HELP A HORSE DAY EVENT
ADOPT AN AAE RESCUE HORSE
Volunteer at AAE
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Foster an AAE Rescue Horse
Volunteer to transport rescue horses, if you have a truck or trailer
Volunteer to photograph AAE horses
Donate fencing products to AAE
Learn more about organizations that are really making a difference, including the ASPCA
Sponsor deworming costs for an AAE horse
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DONATE DEWORMER TO AAE
SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT AAE AT SCHOOL
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START A RECYCLING COLLECTION AND DONATE THE PROCEEDS TO AAE
SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE AT AAE OR ANOTHER RESCUE
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SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT AAE WITH YOUR CHURCH GROUP
SHARE YOUR COMPASSION FOR HORSES
Use Good Search and select AAE or your favorite equine welfare organization as the beneficiary.
INVITE AAE TO MAKE A PRESENTATION FOR YOUR FAVORITE GROUP
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SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT AAE WITH YOUR TEAM
DONATE AN AUCTION ITEM TO AN AAE FUNDRAISING EVENT
Volunteer to clean tack
SPONSOR THE BASIC CARE COSTS OF A HORSE FROM ANOTHER EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION
Go to Boots & Bling
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Help build an AAE fence
DONATE GIFT CARDS TO AAE
Foster a rescue horse from another equine welfare organization
SUPPORT ANTI-SLAUGHTER LEGISLATION
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VOLUNTEER TO PHOTOGRAPH AAE EVENTS
HOST A COLLECTION CAN FOR AAE OR ANOTHER EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION
Bring your own recyclables to AAE
Challenge others to donate by pledging matching funds to another equine welfare organization.
SPONSOR VACCINE COSTS FOR AN AAE HORSE
Help maintain AAE facilities
Visit AAE's Facebook Page regularly
Bring your friends and fellow workers to visit AAE or another rescue
HOST A COIN COLLECTION TO BENEFIT AAE
Volunteer to provide outreach support
SHARE INFO ABOUT AAE WITH YOUR YOUTH GROUP
Take Equine Science, Farrier, or Animal Science classes.
Write your local politicians about wild horse issues
Give encouragement to those who rescue horses.
Have a garage sale and donate the proceeds to AAE
Donate to another equine welfare organization
MAKE A MEMORIAL DONATION TO AAE
DONATE SUPPLIES TO ANOTHER EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION
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Strike a conversation with a stranger and ask if they know about horse rescues
Shop with AmazonSmile and select AAE or your favorite equine welfare organization as the beneficiary
IDENTIFY PRIVATE SPONSORS FOR AAE
SPONSOR A FUNDRAISING EVENT FOR ANOTHER EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION
Strike a conversation with a stranger and ask if they know about the plight of horses.
SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT ANTI-SLAUGHTER LEGISLATION
Challenge others to donate by pledging matching funds to AAE
VOLUNTEER TO PUT UP POSTERS ABOUT AAE EVENTS
DONATE HOOF CARE PRODUCTS TO AAE
VOLUNTEER AT AN AAE EVENT
DONATE FEED AND WATER TROUGHS TO AAE
Strike a conversation with a stranger and ask if they know about horse overpopulation.
PURCHASE STOCKS TO BENEFIT AAE
DONATE FIRST AID SUPPLIES TO AAE
DONATE AN AUCTION ITEM TO ANOTHER EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION EVENT
Donate bedding for stalls at AAE
IDENTIFY CORPORATE SPONSORS FOR AAE
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Volunteer to provide administrative support for AAE
SHARE AAE FACEBOOK POSTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
DONATE TO ASPCA
Volunteer at another equine welfare organization's event
DONATE LAND TO AAE
HOST A HOUSE PARTY FUNDRAISER TO BENEFIT AAE OR ANOTHER RESCUE
USE iGIVE AND SELECT AAE OR YOUR FAVORITE EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION AS THE BENEFICIARY
DONATE FEED SUPPLEMENTS TO AAE
DONATE GROOMING PRODUCTS TO AAE
DONATE FEED TO AAE
72

SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT AAE AT YOUR WORK
STRIKE A CONVERSATION WITH A STRANGER AND ASK IF THEY KNOW ABOUT HORSE SLAUGHTER
DONATE PIPE PANELS TO AAE
Know what is normal for your horses or the horses at AAE, so you can identify when something is wrong.
Provide a service to AAE
77

DONATE TO AAE ON BEHALF OF A RELATIVE OR FRIEND
DONATE A SALT BLOCK TO AAE
Volunteer on an Adoption Team
DONATE TACK TO AAE
SPONSOR AN AAE FUNDRAISING EVENT
HOST A FUNDRAISING EVENT FOR AAE OR ANOTHER EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION
83

INVITE A STRANGER TO VOLUNTEER AT AAE
Bring your class to AAE for a field trip
Strike a conversation with a stranger and ask if they know about AAE and what we do
Learn about and get rid of poisonous plants in the horse’s area
Have your Boy Scouts complete a badge or award project at AAE
Carry AAE brochures in your car for unexpected distribution.
Schedule a Home School Activity at AAE
DONATE A TRUCK TO AAE
Volunteer to photograph the AAE Facility
Write your local politicians about the horse slaughter issue
ATTEND THE IT'S ALL ABOUT EQWINE EVENT
DONATE VACCINES TO AAE
DONATE FUNDS TO AAE
DONATE A SHELTER TO AAE
CHECK WATER SOURCES REGULARLY AND PROVIDE FRESH, CLEAN WATER TO HORSES
PAINT AN AAE HORSE
HELP UNLOAD HAY AT AAE
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Volunteer to do rescue laundry
101

BE A VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR FOR YOUR FAVORITE RESCUE
LIKE AAE'S FACEBOOK PAGE
Donate an ATV to AAE
ATTEND AN AAE NEW VOLUNTEER ORIENTATION
HOST A TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY AT AAE
Set up a tour at AAE for your favorite group
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Teach children about compassion
SPONSOR VETERINARY COSTS OF AN AAE HORSE
GROOM A HORSE
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Serve as a Board Member for AAE
SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT ANTI-SORING LEGISLATION
USE FLY REPELLENT
SPONSOR HOOF CARE COSTS FOR AN AAE HORSE
Enroll your child in a Pony Pals Farm Day event at AAE
DONATE A GOLF CART TO AAE
Wear your AAE logo around town
Sponsor the basic care costs of an AAE horse
HOST A BIRTHDAY PARTY AT AAE
Sponsor the training costs of an AAE horse
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PROVIDE A SERVICE TO ANOTHER EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION
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DONATE PRECIOUS METALS TO AAE
SPONSOR TRANSPORT COSTS FOR AN AAE RESCUE SITUATION
DONATE A BALE OF HAY TO ANOTHER EQUINE WELFARE ORGANIZATION
DONATE A TRAILER TO AAE
KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR RATTLESNAKES
Volunteer to write a blog discussing AAE or equine welfare
Speak up if you see horse abuse, neglect, cruelty, or similar concerns
Sponsor dental care costs for an AAE horse
Use iShop and select AAE or your favorite equine welfare organization as the beneficiary
Visit AAE to learn about ways to help a horse
GET YOUR OFFICE, TEAM, OR CLASS INVOLVED IN HELPING HORSES
Volunteer at another equine welfare organization
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Have your Girl Scouts complete a badge or award project at AAE
Volunteer to pick up tack donations
Help build an AAE shelter
Adopt a rescue horse from another equine welfare organization
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Enroll your child in a summer camp at AAE
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Support Anti-soring Legislation
DONATE A LOAD OF HAY TO AAE
Volunteer at AAE's Farm Days or Farm Camp and teach children about horses
Support Wild Horse and Burro Programs
Read about horses
Call your local animal control if you see a horse in need
DONATE FLY PRODUCTS TO AAE
HELP MONITOR AND REPAIR FENCES AT AAE
LIKE AAE'S FACEBOOK POSTS
Use your social media to like and share adoptable horse information
SHOP AT AAE
DONATE CRAFT SUPPLIES TO SUPPORT AAE'S FARM DAYS AND CAMPS
Always be kind to horses
How Many Ways Can YOU Help A Horse?
We hope you enjoyed learning about some of the many ways you can help a horse. If you’d like to learn more about AAE or to make a donation, please visit

allaboutequine.org

To learn more about the ASPCA, please visit

aspca.org
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